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Abstract. Classically, thermal noise has been the workhorse of satellite communications due to the long distances to
be covered between the satellite and the user terminal (UT). Lately, LDPC (Low-Density Parity-Check) codes allow
the noise threshold to be set very close to the Shannon limit for the memory-less satellite channel; thus, solving the
noise problem that turbo codes were not able to solve. However, recently, the high target rates in next generation 5G
wireless terrestrial system are pushing the required spectral efficiency in Satellite Communications; therefore, shifting
the SatCom paradigm towards an interference limited one. This paper revisits the 5G scene and the role of next
generation satellite communications, with a special focus on high throughput satellites (HTS) together with the future
accompanying MIMO interference mitigation techniques.

1 Introduction
5G is conceived as a composition of: i) enhanced mobile
broadband; ii) ultra-reliable and low latency
communications;
iii)
massive
machine
type
communications [1]. However and more importantly it is
seen as a new infrastructure that will bring a new unique
network and service capability to provide an order of
magnitude improvement in different key performance
indicators. While too much focus has been set so far in
urban scenarios, the 5G ecosystem should continue to
adapt their mobile use cases and deployments. Emerging
use cases that have been identified are: rural
infrastructure, high bandwidth because of many users, but
low bandwidth to each one, broadband mobile
connectivity. The satellite component can have many
things to say in the use cases aiming at helping to bridge
the digital divide in parts unreachable by terrestrial,
whilst optimizing the value for money to the end-users
[2-3]. Ubiquitous coverage, together with resilient
overlay communications and disaster relief are the three
main assets that satellite can complement terrestrial
communications.
Satellite orbits can be classified mainly into three
main types: Geostationary (GEO) orbits (36.000 km
above the equator), Medium earth orbits (from 6000 to
25000 km altitude) and Low earth orbits (<1500 km
altitude). Whenever these orbits are combined, hybrid
orbits arise. Concerning the services they provide, Fixed
Satellite Services (FSS) operate at C band (3-6 GHz),
whenever extreme wide coverage and/or resilience to bad
weather conditions are needed. This band was the first to
be used and currently FSS are moving to Ku band (12-18
GHz) and Ka band (26.5-40 GHz), mainly to provide
a

backhauling services to terrestrial operators. Mobile
Satellite Service (MSS) operate primarily in L band (1-2
GHz) and S band (2-4 GHz). They offer services to both
handheld and vehicle mounted terminals as well as some
fixed terminals. In the past the air interfaces and networks
have been mainly proprietary (e.g. BEGAN for MSS) and
recently satellite systems have adopted standards within
the DVB-S, ETSI and ITU. Either in FSS or in MSS, the
supported services by SatCom are not limited to basic
data speeds (with a 5G target of up to 1Gbps in average
per user for mobile broadband) and voice services, but
also for machine type communications, broadcast and
narrow band services (up to 100 Kbps per user in
machine type communications).
So far, the major business and focus are: FSS-DTH
(Direct To Home) for new High Definition (HD), Ultra
HD, 3D TV. Another important market is IP trunking to
connect parts of the backbone, either for internet or for
VoIP, at 310 Mbps. Residential broadband is another
important data communication application with 2.20
Mbps for the end user that are evolving towards higher
rates. Cellular backhauling for connecting cellular radio
towers to the core network are currently working at 2
Mbps and, finally, corporate and public VSAT for
connecting a site to the IT network of a private or public
organization. These applications are carried out through
GEO satellites and, while C-band use keeps flat in
forthcoming years, Ku and Ka band use increases.
When talking about non-GEO constellations, there are
existing LEO constellations that target lower capacity
global services. Also, new Mega-constellations are being
developed (e.g. OneWeb (640), LeoSat (80-100), SpacEx
(4000), Samsung (4600), SSI (80), etc.) and foresee to
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reach by 20220 a Global market
m
with high
h
capacity and
low latency seervices.
Figure 1 sketches a saatellite commu
unication systtem.
nications from
m a
The Forwardd Link supports commun
Gateway (GW
W) to the Useers. The Retu
urn Link suppports
the communiccations from the
t Users to th
he GW. The m
main
features with respect to a terrestrial sy
ystem are: i) llong
propagation ddelay (i.e. 5000 ms from gro
ound station too the
satellite and back, knownn as Round Trip Delay) ; ii)
fects are rellevant for LEO
L
and M
MEO
Doppler effe
constellationss (i.e. 200K
KHz for hig
gh speed U
UEs).
Whenever a hybrid terreestrial/satellitee system is the
date these feattures
target, new innterfaces shouuld accommod
to the baselinne terrestrial system. In fact,
f
more thaan a
mere relay, thhe satellite shhould be an in
ntegral part off the
network [4].

partticularly applicable to the Ka frequency
y band, whichh
allo
ows: better usee of the reflecttor aperture siize, very smalll
beaam sizes of increased gaain with hig
gh roll-off too
neig
ghboring beam
ms and beneffit from smalller and lighteer
feed
d technologiees that enablee accommodattion of tightlyy
paccked beams. Currently
C
they
ey have aroun
nd 100 beams
and
d provide an aggregate
a
ratee of 100 Gbp
ps at Ka bandd.
Hig
gher gains allow
a
for im
mprovements to spectrum
m
effiiciency via higher orderr coding and
d modulationn
(16APSK vs 8S
SPK for exaample). Futu
ure GEO-HTS
S
systtems will use exclusive and shared Ka-bands
K
[4]],
flex
xible power distribution, dyynamic beamfforming, beam
m
hop
pping, etc…
In HTS, user service areas are typically located over a
larg
ge region and
d therefore a large numbeer of cells aree
requ
uired. Frequency Reuse (FFR) is applied
d such that thee
sam
me frequency on a given poolarization is reused severaal
times. This is achieved througgh separation of the cells too
ntrol the intraa-system inter
erference. Thiis is achievedd
con
typiically with 4 color
c
re-use (ttwo frequency
y slots and twoo
polaarizations) an
nd high gain sspot beams. Figure
F
2 shows
an example
e
of HTS
H Europe cooverage. For HTS systemss,
in order
o
to provid
de good perfoormance, the antenna
a
shouldd
hav
ve high gains with steep rooll-offs and low side lobes
thatt result in good
g
C/I. T
The figure pllots only thee
footprints of each
h beam. Activve antennae’ss could help inn
o spacecraft ppower.
the efficient use of
The feeder liink (see Figurre 1) is consiidered ideal inn
term
ms of Signal to Noise Raatio (SNR) and
a
it is onlyy
ban
ndwidth limitted. The useer link is lim
mited by thee
add
ditive noise, in terms of SSNR, and by the generatedd
inteerference, in terms of Siggnal to Interrference Ratioo
(SIR
R). Thereforre its link budget deetermines thee
perfformance. In
n each beam//color, the downlink
d
useer
sign
nal is typicallly a time muultiplex signal e.g. DVB-S22
such
h that at the satellite
s
level, this can be considered as a
sing
gle continuou
us signal froom fixed an
ngular offsetss.
Asssuming infinitte lattice of 4 ccolor reuse, Figure
F
3 shows
thatt each cell has 6 first ordder neighborss of the samee
colo
or. With the signal strructure this implies thaat
inteerference for a given locatioon in the wan
nted center celll
is static. The perrformance is a function of the
t location of
o
t cell and is further deg
graded by thee
the terminal in the
repeeater C/I effeccts and the intter-spot interfeerence.

Figure 1. Satelllite system.

A possiblle classificatioon of the sateellites focusess on
their beam toppology, nameely: number off beams, radiuus of
each beam annd flexibility when config
guring the beaams.
High Throughhput Satellitess (HTS) are co
onsidered the next
generation off GEO satellitees [5-6], which split the serrvice
multi-spot serviice area to ex
xploit a high oorder
area into a mu
of frequency reuse and use the ensuing
g satellite anteenna
gain to deliveer more capaccity for given satellite resouurce.
HTS systemss can be claassified by th
he capacity they
provide. The 1st generationn offered an aggregate
a
capaacity
w 10’s of Gbiit/s. The 2nd generation,
g
ledd by
of up to a few
Ka-Satellites,, offers approox. 100Gbit/ss. To satisfy the
technology aggnostic consuumer, the system must delliver
services com
mparable to fiber-to-the--home and 3rd
generation HT
TS systems will
w go a step further
f
and off
ffer a
few hundred Gbit/s. Becauuse of its broaadband nature and
potential to loower the cost per bit, HTS is
i a potential w
wild
card to helpp in attainingg many of the 5G netw
work
requirements..

2 High Th
hroughput Satellites
s
The most valluable asset inn any given orbital
o
locatioon is
spectrum. Hiigh throughpput satellites employ multtiple
spot beams too enable “frequuency re-use””. This is achieeved
typically withh 4 color re-usse (two frequeency slots andd two
polarizations)) and high gaain spot beam
ms. Whilst G
GEOHTS multi-sspot/beam sattellite config
gurations cann be
applied to Kuu and C frequuency bands, such systemss are

Figu
ure 2. HTS app
plied to a Europpean coverage with
w 500 MHz
userr bandwidth div
vided in 4 colouurs. Each color is up to
250MHz on one po
olarization.
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carrry out beamfo
orming at the ssatellite. The goal
g is to havee
furtther SNR and SIR gains. Hoowever, OBP has a cost andd
a trrade-off with other system
m and business case aspectts
neeeds to be done to justify thatt cost factor.
Beam hoppin
ng is one off the most popular
p
actuaal
alteernatives in orrder to conferr flexibility to the system. It
I
meaans: time sharring accordingg to a beam ho
opping patternn.
In other
o
words, at
a any given tiime, only a su
ubset of beams
is illluminated. Th
he illuminatioon time of any
y beam can bee
chaanged accordin
ng to the trafffic request off that beam. Inn
add
dition, power and
a bandwidtth can be flex
xibly allocatedd.
Thee constraint is that the total illumination time of the seet
of beams
b
served by a High Pow
wer Amplifierr (HPA) has too
stay
y constant. Th
herefore, the flexibility of throughput is
with
hin the set off beams illum
minated by th
he same HPA
A.
Theere is a total number of ttime slots thaat that can bee
assiigned to the beams connectted by the sam
me switch. Thee
min
nimum slot duration deepends on the
t
minimum
m
swiitching time and definess the minim
mum capacityy
gran
nularity of th
he network. B
By assigning different timee
slotts to different beams the cappacity per beaam is adjustedd.
Figure 4 depiccts an exam
mple of tim
me and beam
m
assiignment for beeam hopping w
within 6 time slots.

Figure 3. First order cluster of interfering cells with FR=4.

In order tto increase caapacity, next HTS systemss are
considering m
more aggresssive frequency reuse (i.e. the
target is reuse 1 or 2); thuus, increasing
g interference.. In
other words, in order too make full use of diverrsity
n imposed anymore. This fact
schemes, orthhogonality is not
urges the neeed for advannced interfereence managem
ment
techniques thhat enable the satellite systeem to work inn an
interference limited scenario, rather than in a nnoise
limited one. New LDPC codes allow to approachh the
(
S2X
X, RCS2, …),, but
theoretical Shhannon limit (DVB-S2,
are not able tto properly handle
h
interferrence on its oown.
Before gettingg into the studdy of PHY lay
yer alternativees to
manage interfference, we devote the restt of this sectioon to
revisit one oof the major features
f
of HTS,
H
which iss its
ability to hhave flexiblee payloads. This aspectt is
considered keey in order to
t have higheer throughputt per
satellite. Tremendous evolution
e
in HTS payyload
capabilities iss foreseen: inn 2003 typical systems offfered
2-4 Gbps, whhile in 2016, 10000 Gbps are proposed.
In order tto lower the cost
c
per bps, the key aspecct in
multi beam H
HTS is its flexxibility to con
ntrol the peak rate
per spot beam
m while guaraanteeing an av
verage rate wiithin
the service arrea and minim
mum rate at th
he edges. In oorder
words, HTS ttakes advantaage of hot and
d cold spots. The
capacity depeends on manyy system choicces: antenna ssize,
technology, nnetwork dimennsioning … The
T traffic proofile
is highly time and region dependent; th
hus, traffic peeaks
or instance, w
while
are not geogrraphically synnchronous. Fo
with one widde footprint a peak rate off 54 Mbps annd a
maximum of 5475 users can
c be reacheed. With 8 beeams
covering the ssame area, thee attained sum
m peak rate caan be
123 Mbps. T
Traffic peaks also
a
present a daily repetittion.
Namely, thee flexibility introduced by HTS hhelps
counteract thhe regional peak demaands per beeam.
Concerning tthe cost, a possible
p
apprroach here iss to
leverage on the traffic sttatistics for reducing
r
the DC
mption and too reflect this on
o the price too be
Power consum
paid by the user. We note
n
that bro
oadcast bent- pipe
payload archiitectures do noot have this neeed or problem
m.
Payload fllexibility techhniques are rellatively well-uused
in the currentt generation of
o HTS system
ms in order to
to: i)
reconfigure tthe bandwidtth allocation per beam (i.e.
thanks to diggital or analoogue on-boarrd switching and
filtering); ii) reconfigure the power allocation withh the
user of Flex aamplifiers. In future system
ms, beam hoppping
will be possibble in order to
t jointly allo
ocate time, poower
and bandwiddth to each beam. Also
o, flexible bbeam
coverage is fooreseen.
Additionaal payload fllexibility req
quires On Booard
Processing (O
OBP) in order to regeneratee the signal annd to

Figu
ure 4. Time and
d beam assignm
ment for beam hopping
h
within
6 tim
me slots.

The capacity
y values of a beam ho
opping and a
freq
quency divisio
on multiplex aare the same if the numbeer
of beams, HPA
As and user bandwidth, are identicall.
wever, such two systemss would corrrespond to a
How
diffferent overalll payload m
mass, resulting
g heavier thee
freq
quency divisio
on multiplex.
When seleccting approppriate techn
nologies andd
arch
hitectures forr flexible HT
TS payloads the networkk
arch
hitecture and its resultingg impacts to geographicaal
con
nnectivity need
d to be considdered. Currently, new Mesh
or Open
O
Architeectures are beeing researcheed by payloadd
man
nufacturers in order to get advantag
ges over thee
classsical Star orr Closed Archhitectures. In mesh or Openn
Arcchitectures:
MHz) and Uplink access aree
x Satellitee Capacity (M
provided
d.
x The User is responsiible for netw
work definitionn
and operations.
d / Repeater neeed to providee geographicaal
x Payload
connectivity implyinng a mesh connectivityy
matrix
x Digital payload or beeam hopping adds value too
nnectivity.
manage complex conn
In contrast, when using the satellite within a staar
arch
hitecture concception:
x The opeerator definess the network and sells endd
to end service based oon Mbps
x The acccess to the neetwork is through operatoor
gateway
ys
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x

sateellite commu
unications as noise limited ones intoo
inteerference-limited communnications; thu
us, attractingg
morre research effforts towards these systemss.
There are varrious means byy which interfference can bee
man
naged. In this section wee focus on th
hose situations
wheere the satellite communicaation can be modelled as a
Mu
ultiple Input Multiple
M
Outpput (MIMO) system
s
[8-12]].
Thu
us, multiple siignals coexistt geographicallly in time andd
in frequency.
f
Th
he goal is fiirst to set up
p the capacityy
bou
unds that aree benchmarkiing the systeem. Next, ann
oveerview of the signal processsing techniq
ques that solvee
the interference problem coome. The raadio resourcee
man
nagement thaat should be cconsidered to
o optimize thee
usage of code, po
ower, bandwiddth and beams in a dynamicc
y is out of the
t scope of this paper and
a interestingg
way
tech
hniques can be
b found in [[13]. This secction compiles
thesse different aspects
a
with the aim to help
h
in futuree
reseearch.

Paylload / Repeatter is typicallly a star netw
work
withh well-defined gateway to usser beam pathhs
Therefore, connectivityy matrices bettween any upplink
hown in Figurre 5,
channel and aany downlinkk beam, as sh
can become m
major payloadd design drives as the num
mber
of beams in aan HTS system
m increases.

3.1 System mo
odel
Let us assume th
hat at a given time instant and frequencyy
ܭ, are to be simultaneously
s
y
beaan, K signals, ݏ ǡ ݅ ൌ ͳ ǥ ܭ
tran
nsmitted throu
ugh different physical chaannels. The K
receeived signals are ݔ ǡ ݅ ൌ ͳ ǥ ܭ. Th
he base-bandd
tran
nsmission can be modelled aas

Figure 5. The ssatellite in a Meesh architecturee

Digital prrocessing cappabilities at the satellite are
desirable to have full flexibility.
f
To
opics of currrent
research are: channelizatioon and connectivity, digitaal on
board beamfoorming, low consumption DAC and A
ADC,
optimization of input gain and dynamicc range (i.e. trradea dynamic range), curreently
off between nnoise figure and
there is a totaal signal poweer limit of -8d
dBm/500MHzz and
gain must be sufficient to map small caarriers above port
quantization noise floor. Finally, the radio frequeency
payload perfoormance to manage
m
has to
o be analyzedd as
there are muultiple additioonal potentiall degradationns to
payload Es/N
No to manaage, such as: Phase Nooise,
Frequency Stability im
mpacts for narrow bband
channelizationn, Gain frequency responsee & Group Deelay,
Clock Jitter, Alias Bandd Folding. It is importannt to
i
of th
hese in orderr to
understand thhe relative impact
optimize the balance betw
ween payload performance and
equipment coost.
In short, H
HTS and flexiible payloads open a varietty of
topics to expplore. Sectionn 4 summarizzes those thatt are
related to siggnal processinng. Before thaat, next Sectioon 3
focuses on thhose signal processing
p
tecchniques thatt are
being researcched in order to manage interference.
i
H
HTS
stresses the sppectrum usagee in order to reduce
r
costs; tthus,
changing thhe noise lim
mited paradigm of sateellite
communicatioons into interfference limited
d.

࢞ ൌ ࡴ࢙  ࢝

(1)

hat contain thee
where ࢞ and ࢙ are compllex vectors th
receeived and transmitted siggnals respecttively. Vectoor
࢝ccontains thermal noise samples of Gaussiann
disttribution with
h zero mean and variancee equal to ܰ
Waatts. The elemeents of matrixx ࡴ are ݄ ǡ ݅ǡ ݆ ൌ ͳ ǥ ܭǡ andd
mod
del de equivalent channnel gains that affect thee
tran
nsmission of symbol ݏ when it is received byy
therrminal i. Th
hese gains aree random varriables, whosee
stattistics depend
d on the speccific situation that they aree
mod
delling. If maatrix ࡴ is noot diagonal, eaach terminal i
willl not only reeceive its inttended signall ݏ , but alsoo
inteerference from
m the others. The role of matrix
m
 is too
cou
unteract this in
nterference annd its design is
i the focus of
o
stud
dy of MIMO precoding
p
techhniques.
Depending on
n the system aarchitecture and
a constraintts
thatt (1) is modelling, additiona
nal MIMO pro
ocessing has too
be carried out at
a reception oon signal ࢞. Finally,
F
if (1)
hniques shouldd
facees a multiuseer system, schheduling tech
be designed
d
in order
o
to selectt the most suiitable set of K
users out of a big
gger set of N ppossible userss. Model (1) is
me and frequency snapshoot, therefore itt only contains
a tim
a sp
patial model as
a bandwidth or time alloccations are ouut
of the
t scope of th
he present reviiew.
First, it is off interest to aanalyze when
n model (1) is
suittable for a sattellite transmiission. In this respect, theree
werre initial stud
dies promotedd by the Eu
uropean Spacee
Ageency with thiis purpose [8--9]. The concclusion is thaat
direect application
n of MIMO tto satellite in
n a single-useer
scen
nario is rath
her limited due to : i) strong LOS
S
com
mponent and
d ii) absennce of ricch scatteringg
env
vironment. Th
herefore, the rresulting MIM
MO channel ࡴ
is rank
r
deficient and the optim
mal design iss to transmit a
sing
gle stream an
nd use beamfoorming in ord
der to point too
the desired userr. In other w
words, there is
i not MIMO
O

3 Interference Miitigation Techniqu es:
MIMO pro
ocessing
HTS and mullti-beam satelllites in generaal will changee the
TV distributioon business inn coming yeaars, among othhers.
One aspect of HTS thatt has been mentioned
m
in the
previous sectiion is the intrroduction of greater amountts of
radio frequenncy interferencce, primarily through
t
frequeency
reuse with m
multiple spot beams
b
on thee same frequeency
[7]. As a resuult, beam to beam
b
interfereence becomess the
limiting factoor. This fact translates the paradigm
m of
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processing ass such. MIMO
O processing is needed onlly in
situations whhere there is
i significant movement and
multipath apppears. One example is GEO marittime
transmission [14].
nsion, or the M
Multi
Still, if eitther the Multii Beam dimen
Satellite dimeension, or thee Multiple Gatteway dimenssion,
or even the Hybrid sateellite-Terrestriial networks are
considered, M
MIMO proceessing is neeeded. All thhese
situations usee to be multiuuser communications insteaad of
single user onnes.
Before geetting into the MIMO proceessing techniqques,
next some cappacity boundss from (1) are considered [1 5].

hniques such
h as Zero-Foorcing or itts regularizedd
tech
verssion: the MM
MSE (Minim
mum Mean Square
S
Errorr)
preccoding can bee implementedd [16]

(2)

ܥே՜ஶ ൌ ܭ
ሺܰܭሻ

(3)

Whereas, if only CSIR is availble, th
he maximum
spectral efficiiency is
ܥௌேோ՜ஶ ൌ ܰ
ܰሺܴܵܰሻ

(4)

ܥே՜ஶ ൌ Ͳ

(5)

(6))

ெெௌா
ൌ ܩெெௌாா ࡴு ሺߙࡵ  ࡴࡴ
ࡴு ሻିଵ
ெ

(7))

If more com
mplex processsing is alloweed, non-lineaar
preccoding alternaatives can be applied in orrder to attain a
perfformance close to the bouunds in (2) an
nd (3). If onlyy
parttial channel state inform
mation is avaailable at thee
tran
nsmitter, oppo
ortunistic beaamforming is another veryy
inteeresting altern
native [17]. FFigure 6 dep
picts the totaal
aveerage throughp
put that is obttained with th
hese precodingg
tech
hniques and co
ompares them
m with the freq
quency reuse 4
scen
nario that serrves as a refeerence. Note that
t
precodingg
imp
proves perform
mance both in terms of th
hroughput andd
avaailability, espeecially with thhe linear MM
MSE precoderr.
An important aspect is that inn this scenariio the satellitee
beh
haves just as a transparent payload; thus no on boardd
processing is neeeded. All the ppre-processing
g is carried ouut
he gateway. IIn [16] the reeader can findd
on ground, at th
o how to coope with: im
mperfect CSIT
T,
furtther studies on
fairrness, availabiility and biggger number of
o feeds at thee
sateellite than K users
u
to simulltaneously tran
nsmit. Currennt
chaallenges are to
o match these designs with the DVB S2xx
fram
me, where all simultaneouss users should
d use the samee
spatial precoder instead of thhe K differentt ones that aree
e
(6) and (7). In otther words, thee
enccompassed in equations
design should be
b multicast iinstead of un
nicast and thee
me precoder must
m fulfill diff
fferent Quality
y of Service at
a
sam
the same time [18
8-19].

3.2 MIMO Capacity
Whenever moodel (1) can be applied, if th
he spatial deggrees
of freedom arre properly ussed, there is ad
dditional capaacity
per Hz and seecond. In a sceenario with N total users annd K
possible simuultaneous trannsmissions (i..e. K transmiitters
and K receivvers), if the trransmitter haas all the chaannel
state informattion (CSIT) annd so the receeiver does (CS
SIR),
the maximum
m attained specctral efficiency
y is
ܥௌேோ՜ஶ ൌ ݉
݉݅݊ሺܰǡ ܭሻሺܴܵܰሻ
ሺ

ு
ி
ࡴࡴு ሻିଵ
 ൌ ܩி ࡴ ሺࡴ

In expresssions (3) and (5) the total number of uusers
tends to inffinite in ordeer to highlig
ght the so-caalled
multiuser divversity gain: whenever
w
the set of users that
require transm
mission is higgh, there is an
n inherent sysstem
gain, even thhough the system can only
y set transmisssion
with one userr at a time. Note
N
that therre is no multiiuser
capacity gain if only CSIR is available (ii.e. (5) is zeroo).
Next secction gets into the siignal processsing
techniques thhat are requireed to approacch the mentiooned
bounds. As the goal is to study thee multiple bbeam
scenarios, whhich is a muultiuser scenaario, next secction
focuses on thiis multiple useer case.
3.3 MIMO m
multiuser in multi-beam
m
satellite
As it has beenn previously commented,
c
in
n order to incrrease
capacity, nexxt HTS sysstems are considering m
more
aggressive freequency reusee (i.e. the targeet is reuse 1 oor 2);
thus, increasinng interferencce.

Figu
ure 6. GEO satellite for FSS. T
Total average th
hroughput in a
500 MHz system with
w frequency rreuse 1 and MIMO precoding
g
Results are compared w
on ground.
with a frequenccy reuse 4
refeerence system.

3.3.1 On gro
ound processsing for MIMO
O precoding
Let us consiider frequenccy reuse 1 with
w
the simpplest
satellite systeem configurattion when onlly one gatewaay is
serving K ussers (as Figurre 1 depicts).. With frequeency
reuse 1, the G
GW aims to seerve simultaneeously K userss, all
of them shariing the same 500 MHz baand, and diffeerent
information iis to be convveyed to each user (so-caalled
unicast transm
mission). Thee specific mod
del for ࡴ cann be
found in [9]. In this situattion MIMO processing
p
cann be
done in the fforward link at the transm
mitter in ordeer to
diminish the iinterference with
w a suitablee design of maatrix
 in (1). If full CSIT is
i available, linear processsing

The more ussers can be seerved in the user link, thee
high
her the capaciity should be in the feeder link. This facct
is currently
c
motiivating researcch in two directions: go upp
to Q/V and opttical bands iin the feederr link or, usee
ys to give servvice to the saame number of
o
mulltiple gateway
beaams. This latter topic trigggers furtherr research onn
MIM
MO processing because a proper coo
operation andd
chaannel informattion exchangee has to be dessigned to makee
the system practicable [20].
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3.3.2 Multiusser decoding
g at the user terminal
In the previouus section, thhe transmitter was in chargge of
pre-cancellingg the interrference; theerefore, all the
processing coomplexity rem
mained at the gateway.
g
Anoother
alternative iss to increasee the complexity of the user
terminal, whhich will carrry out multiu
user decodingg in
order to elimiinate interfereence. In other words, whennever
the user terminal receives its desired sig
gnal contaminnated
by interferencces that operaate in the sam
me frequency bband
one alternativve is to demoddulate them so
o that they can
an be
properly subtr
tracted from thhe incoming signal
s
(i.e. thee socalled Sequenntial Interfereence Canceller or SIC). In this
way, the desired stream can
c be recoveered finally cclean
s
the interference, the
from interferrence. The stronger
better it can be cancelledd with this sttrategy. Nextt we
consider singgle antenna usser terminals (UTs),
(
techniqques
with array prrocessing at thhe UT are alsso possible att the
cost of increaasing complexity [21].
Let us coonsider, for innstance, a freequency reusse 2,
such as in F
Figure 7, whiich shows the footprints oof a
multi-beam saatellite over European
E
coveerage in this caase.

Figu
ure 8. Probability Density Funnction of the Caarrier to main


Inteerference Ratio ( ) with frequeency reuse 2.
ூభ

Figu
ure 9. Capacity
y for user in beaam 1 when beam
m 2 reuses the

Figure 7. HTS applied to a Euuropean coverage with 500 MH
Hz
olor is up to
user bandwidthh divided in 2 coolours. Each co
500MHz on onne polarization.



freq
quency and acts as an interferennce with ( )=0
0 dB.
ூభ

In this situuation multipple beams serv
ve simultaneoously
overlapped arreas. Dependiing on the po
osition of the user
within each bbeam coveragee area, the lev
vel of interfereence

will vary. Figgure 8 plots thee distribution of possible .
ூభ

Table 1. Innterference leveels up to the 6th tear
t for FR=2,44.

Users locaated in the inttersection of beams
b
can bennefit
from multi-uuser detectioon together with scheduuling
techniques to boost capacitty.
In the impplementation of the multiu
user decodingg the
modulation aand coding off the desired signal
s
and thaat of
the interferennce matters in practice. Figure 9 andd 10
show the diffferent perform
mance that can
n be obtained [2224]. Thereforre, multiuser detection
d
has to be carriedd out
together with joint adaptivee modulation. In order to alllow
a practical usser scheduler,, one possiblee strategy is tto to
use both signaals (transmitteed from two co-channel beaams)
to carry usefuul informationn for the consiidered user. T
Then,
both transponnders (beam 1 and beam 2) are used to sserve
one user at a time. Figuree 11 shows th
hat with this jjoint
detection andd scheduling strategy capacity increases w
with
respect to the frequency reuuse 4 baselinee scenario.

Figu
ure 10. Capacitty for user in beeam 1 when beaam 2 reuses thee


freq
quency and acts as an interferennce with ( )=10 dB.
ூభ

3.3
3.3 Joint trans
smit and receeive MIMO processing
p
In the
t forward lin
nk of a multi--beam satellitee networks wee
hav
ve differentiated so far betw
tween techniq
ques employedd
at the transmitter (gateway
ay, GW) an
nd techniques
ployed at the receiver (UT)). If the goal is
i to attain ratee
emp
perfformance close to the cap
apacity bound
ds, the system
m
sho
ould take adv
vantage of booth and carry out a joinnt
preccoding/detectiion design: i) the schedulerr considers thee
posssibility of sup
perposition cooding or jointt ACM amongg
the different beams; ii) the pprecoder uses power controol
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and the interfference rejection capabilities of the receivvers.
This is a mattter of future reesearch.

pressent, not only
y a different cchannel, when
n compared too
the wireless terrestrial one, but also, ass it has beenn
com
mmented alon
ng the text, thhere are som
me specificities
such
h as:
x

und trip delayy (that can bee overcome byy
long rou
addressiing the prooper servicee and cachee
management);
x satellite high power amplifiers (H
HPAs) effects
on the signal;
mass
andd
power,
on-board
x Limited
accomm
modation yieldds to limitatio
on in terms of
o
HPAs, when
w
dealing with high-freequency re-usee
and preccoding;
x frame structure
s
that encompasses many userrs
under th
he same channnel code in ord
der to properlyy
combat noise (that forrces many tim
mes a multicasst
configurration rather th
than a unicast one);
x GW sch
heduler strateegies modificaation to be inn
line with
h precoding teechniques;
x geograp
phical and tim
me traffic variaations that aree
different
from
the
terreestrial
onlyy
commun
nications (e.gg. a satellitte can servee
geograp
phical areas thhat are in different time-slots
and with
h complementtary traffic needs);
x trade-offfs between capacity, av
vailability andd
fairness requirementss that become more relevannt
than in the
t terrestrial arena;
x channel variations thhat depend no
ot only on thee
user term
minal, but alsso on the sateellite orbit andd
can ran
nge from veery slow on
nes for GEO
O
satellites and FSS too high Doppler with LEO
O
satellites;
x synchronization andd time reccovery issues
different from the w
wireless terresstrial segmennt
for ch
hannel estim
mation and interferencee
cancellaation;
on-board
x on-ground
complexityy
and
considerrations.
Finally, and in addition to the mentio
oned aspect, if
i
TerraHertz comm
munications arre targeted, Very
V
HTS aree
arou
und the corner and will bbring new sittuations to bee
solv
ved in order to properly work in Q/V
V band (40/500
GH
Hz), W band (70/80 GHz)
z) and optical bands, withh
pho
otonics optimized payload m
mass [26].

Figure 11. Agggregate capacityy and rate for FR=2
F
with joint
multiuser decodding and scheduuling. In the FR
R=4 scenario thhe
detection is sinngle user.

4 Signal P
Processing
g Challeng
ges
Next Generaation wireless terrestrial networks
n
will not
provide ubiquuitous commuunications. In contrast, sateellite
networks provide coveragee, disaster rellief and resilieence
mplementary. The
and thereforee, both netwoorks are com
novelty and challenges are [25] : 1)
1 New netw
work
L
MEO; 2)
architectures and consttellations, LEO,
Aeronautical and Professioonal Link Dessigns for Sateellite
Systems at Extremely High Frequeency Bands;; 3)
t
ellite
Seamless seervices overr hybrid terrestrial-sate
networks; 4) Optical free-space commu
unications, 5) OnM
Gateeway
board signall processing and 6) Multiple
architectures.
In each oof the challennges that hav
ve been identiified
novel tailoredd solutions foor the satellitee segment havve to
be studied. Iff we focus now
w on the physsical layer asppects
and the associated signal prrocessing prob
blems,
x

i
of
o terrestrial and
conccerning the integration
satelllite systems inn future 5G neetworks, theree are
diffeerent aspects to be con
nsidered from
m a
waveeform persppective beccause frequeency
assiggnments rangge from 300 MHz up to 100
GHzz and both,, Single- and
a
multi-caarrier
soluttions have to be
b studied, tog
gether with
x Licensed/shared/uunlicensed speectrum access..
nly orthogonall but
x As inn the wirelesss arena, not on
also non-orthogoonal multiplee access cann be
usefuul to increasee the spectrall efficiency; tthus,
creatting the needd for interfereence managem
ment
technniques.
x Therre are also sevveral impairm
ments in a sateellite
channnel to be dealt
d
with: ph
hase noise, nnonlineaarities, on-boaard filtering.
We talk aabout tailored solutions beccause it has too be
studied: i) hoow do the propposed air inteerface(s) perfoorms
in the presennce of typical satellite chan
nnel impairm
ments
and ii) how ddo the proposeed countermeaasures devisedd for
terrestrial chaannel impairm
ment fit satellite architecturees. In
this latter isssue, note that
t
satellite communicattions
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